
 

 

Azure Security System administrator 

Job Location: ANNECY region or Home Office position in FRANCE 

CLOUDIWAY provides innovative solutions for efficient data migration and enterprise 

coexistence. A smart ally to master each transition to the cloud and ensure productivity and 

high business performance. Our software is developed in-house by our experienced team of 

engineers to ensure the highest level of reliability and faster response to technical issues. 

Responsibilities :  

In the context of an ISO 27001-oriented environment, under the Responsibility of 

Production Manager and in coordination with our CISO, you take charge of all 

the needs of the internal users of the company, from the configuration of their 

laptops and workspace to operational support. 

Key missions :  

 Definition and configuration of user profiles by :  

- Structuring the different types of user profiles according to their roles and status, as well 

as the associated security levels.  

- Formalizing documentations and methodologies on role creation and assignment. 

- Configuring their tools and workspaces (account creation and activation, access rights, 

…). 

 

 User support and adaptation of their needs by :  

- Supporting users in the management of software and information systems 

- Developing documentation and training materials facilitating the use of the tools made 

available, the appropriation and the respect of the rules of use related in particular to the 

Information Security Management System.  

- Diagnosing access problems and implementing appropriate and consistent solutions with 

the operating system administration policy. 

 



 Contribution to the continuous improvement of the ISO 27001 standard in 

terms of safety by:  

- Supervising and regulating the observed user usage and participate in enforcing the 

security policies accordingly where necessary and in conjunction with the CISO.  

- Managing access reviews according to security group membership and maintaining asset 

tracking. 

- Participating in compliance audits and impact analysis, developing / updating 

documentation and methodology accordingly. 

Experience and profile required :  

- With a Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science, you have at least 5 years of experience as 

a systems administrator. Office 365 administration & security + ISO 27001 security 

standard experience required. 

- You are proficient in Microsoft, Azure environments, Active Directory, Microsoft 

Exchange Online / Experience in Linux / Docker environment is a plus ; knowledge of 

common protocols such as SSL, HTTP, DNS, SMTP and IPSec ; ideally you are proficient 

in programming languages such as Power Shell, C# or Python…  

- You speak English fluently to interact with our mostly international teams. 

- Your main qualities: organized and structured, autonomous and force of proposal, open-

minded & adaptable. 

 

Do you want to work in a dynamic international company and face stimulating challenges? 

Do you wish to share your knowledge and personally contribute to the growth of the group?  

Please send your application to careers@cloudiway.com 
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